
this site is similar to the ancient Basket Maker cereal and is still grown by the
modern Pima and Papago. On the other hand, the maize grown in the Pueblo
area today is very different from the early Basket Maker type, 'and is the
product of modification due to the continual introduction of new -genetic
strains. It logically follows these new genetic strains did not pass through the
Hohokam area and may have been introduced through north-central Mexico.
The existence of two major routes for diffusion of high cultural traits from
Mexico into the southwest may explain why the Puebloan ceremonial and
material complex differs so strikingly from the Hohokam.

The "Fusion Period" which followed was characterized by a contraction
of the area occupied by the sedentary peoples. This resulted in heightened
contact and many technical improvements. -However, it seemed to have been
a period of stress correlated with a long drought, arroyo cutting and perhaps
a growing pressure of nomadic tribes. Several favorable areas were abandoned
during this period. The Fusion Period ended with the coming of the Spaniards
and the beginning of the "Historic Period" in the American southwest.
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SPECT BEHAVIOR ON PONAPE: AN ETHNOLINGUISTIC STUDY'

By PAUL L. GARVIN and S. H. RIESENBERG

HIS paper is concerned with describing verbal and nonverbal patterns
of respect in Ponapean culture, and with pointing out some of the signifi

~}it parallels between the two, as well as showing the functional integration
,yerbal patterns into the basic framework of nonverbal culture.
The natives of Ponape are organized into more than twenty matrilineal,
~mic, and exogamous clans. The island is divided into five independent

';bes, often called districts in the literature: Kiti, Sokehs, Net, Ub, and
::adolenihm.2 In each of these there are two lines of chiefs, headed respec
~ly by officials called Nahnmwarrki and Nahnken. Each is organized on
udal basis, being subdivided into a number of sections whose heads are
'()inted by, and formerly held their posts under, the principal tribal chiefs.
~st of the sections are organized similarly to the tribes, with their own lines

:,titles; they are further subdivided into farmsteads, occupied by separate

1 The high volcanic island of Ponape lies iIi the eastern Caroline Islands. The main island of
,pe, together with a number of basaltic, alluvial, and artificial islands in the lagoon and
coral islets in the encircling reef, has an area of about 129 square miles. The population

Ibered in 1947 approximately 5,700, of whom about 1,200 persons were natives of other
ids in the Carolines.

":This paper is based on the results of the authors' participation in the Coordinated Investiga
">of Micronesian Anthropology, under the sponsorship of the Pacific Science Board of the
~D.al Research Council, June-December 1947 for Garvin, June 1947-January 1948 for Riesen
:~,'In addition to the sponsoring agency, many agencies of the U. S. Navy and other branches
e'U. S. Government extended their support to make this research project possible, all of

is hereby gratefully acknowledged. The publication of this paper was in part made possible
:$ubsidy from Faculty Research Committee. which is likewise hereby gratefully acknowledged.
In this paper, the recommendations of the ad-hoc Committee on Ponapean Orthography,

'ge. P. Murdock, Chairman, memorandum of August 4, 1948, are followed as regards the
'!ig, in the body of the text, of native names and terms commonly used in the ethnographic
,ture on Ponape. In all other cases, Garvin's transcription is followed for all the forms tran-
:dor retranscribed, by Garvin. A few forms collected by Riesenberg and unknown to Gar
'e dted in the former's transcription and indicated by daggers (t); one or two forms cited
'Iarobruch, 1932:-36, are indicated by double daggers (:/:).
arvin's phonemic symbols have the following values:
'owels: a, low vowel (d. French alter); J, mid·open back vowel ("open 0," d. French mort);
-open front vowel ("open e," d. French mere); 0, mid-closed' back vowel ("closed 0," d.

peau); e, mid-closed front vowel ("open e," d. French eM); u, high back vowel (d. poo!);
'front vowel (d. pee!); ~, indeterminate vowel (d. second vowel in paddock). Diacritics:

dot), vowel length; , (acute accent). primary stress; , (grave accent), secondary stress;
Iperscript arc), joining of several words run together in the same stress group. Consonants:
:e1ess lenis bilabial stopj t, voiceless lenis dental stop; j, voiceless retroflex stop (as in SOme
dialects); k, voiceless lenis velar stop; s. dental sibilant; m, bilabial nasal; n, dental nasal;

nasal; 1', tongue-trip trill; 1, lateral; w, bilabial semi-vowel; j'. palatal semi-vowel. For a
of Ponapean Grammar, see Garvin, 1951a.
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3 We here follow the useful method of notation found in Bascom, 1946. p. S4 ff. and passim.

households. In theory ail the land within a trihal area belonged ultimately to
the N ahnmwarrki and N ahnken, who received regular tribute and whose
rule was absolute; since 1912, when private deeds of land ownership were
issued by the Germans, this has not been true.

The two lines of tribal chiefs are each composed of a similar series of titles
which have a definite rank order. The first twelve titles are considered the most
important, but the lists of titles collected include many more than twelve.
These first twelve titles appertain to the twelve senior males of a particular
sub-clan, the two ruling sub-clans being different in each of the five tribes and
intermarrying exclusively. The holders of the highest titles in the Nahnm
warrki line (pMi~s6wpeyti) will be referred to as the A-line, those of the
Nahnken·line (pdli~nti·nken) as the B-line; the Nahnmwarrki may then be
referred to as AI, the Nahnken as BI, and the ranked titles in the two lines as
A2, A3, A4, ... , and B2, B3, B4, ....8 The two sub-clans which hold most
of the titles are equated'with the two,lines; a man of another sub-clan or clan
who holds a high title is, however, also a member of the nobility. Holders of
lesser titles and of titles outside of the two series constitute a kind of minor
nobility. All other persons are commoners.

Status within each of the clans is finely graded. The sub-clans of each clan
are for the most part considered to be descended from a family of sisters, and
are ranked ac;cording to the relative age of their ancestresses. Of the two clans
which rule each tribe, only members of the highest sub-clans are normally
eligible for high titles. Within the sub-clan each man is graded according to
seniority of matrilineal descent, and titles are distributed roughly according
to the same standard. Two men holding the same title in different tribes are
not equal, for the five tribes are likewise graded. Nor are heads of sections on
the same, level, for some sections are superior to others. Within each com
moner clan, grading also proceeds according to seniority, and section titles are
awarded with some respect to such seniority., Thus no two men have precisely
the same rank.

Status, however, does not always correspond strictly to position in the title
series. In precontact days rank in terms of title was the primary determinant
of social status and prestige; it is now one of the essential factors, along with
elements of status and prestige arising from the. acculturative situation, such
as wealth, position with regard to the occupying power, education, position
in the church, and the like.

In terms of aboriginal usage, the serial ranking of titles is not valid for some
titles which fall outside the double series and which appear to be older than
these and of priestly origin, and therefore are considered to be of high prestige
value; this is also true of Some of the section chief titles arid of certain titles
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Iating to geographical areas which no longer function politically. Even
ithin the title series, status does not always correspond strictly with posi-

·.on. The concept of waw, honor, is" significant in this connection. Thus chil
en born to men who later become Nahnmwarrki or Nahnken, known as
a.·k~pe, have less waw and receive less deference than their younger brothers,

'wi-n-po·'-"'n-warawa.r (lit.: birth upon the ditch), who were born after
eir f~ther's accession to these high titles; the latter sit in the highest position

in the community house, above the jiya'kepe,' who, however, receive higher
titles because of their seniQrity by birth.

Interpersonal behavior on Ponape is characterized by differences in atti
,:tude in terms of status and prestige. Attitudes with regard to rank, that is,
:,-otitle, are more clearly defined and more definitely formalized than those con
,tingent upon other determinants of status. The basic distinction is between

titudes toward superiors in title and respected equals on one hand7 and atti
tudes toward familiar equals and inferiors in title on the- other. The former are
;,~haracterized by more or less clearly defined demonstrations of respect. the
:latter by their' absence. These differences in behavior exist on both the verbal
Y'and the nonverbal plane. On both planes, respect hehavior is better defined,
'more elaborate, and more strictly mandatory on ceremonial occasions than in
other cultural contexts. The verbal patterns emphasized in this paper are those
:ollowed in everyday life; nonverbal patterns are described in both ceremonial
and nonceremonial contexts.

Patterns of verbal respect are often conveniently referred to as honorific
;~peechj hence, the basic distinction in terms of verbal behavior is that of
"'honorific versus non honorific or "common" speech. Honorific speech is in
turn often differentiated into respect honorific, used with any higher titles up

':itoand not including the two hig:b,est, and with respected equals. including for
eigners who are obviously outside of the rank scale; and what may be called
:royal.honorific, used with the two highest tribal titles. Honorific speech, es

:;..'pecially to royalty, is used not only in addressing superiors, but in any act of
,peech in their immediate presence. The use of royal honorifics is mandatory-
n speaking also oj the two highest titles even in their absence. Royal per

;::~onages themselves, on the other hand, do not employ royal honorifics, but
!i.D. public, at least, use respect honorifics in speaking to each other, employing
'ommon speech to inferiors.

Native terminology differentiates honorific usage in terms of social situations
.:ather than grammatical pattern: respect honorific speech is lokaya-n-meYrJ,

·speech of gentlemen; royal honorific speech is either liJkaya~n~pdJo'?J~s6w

peyti, speech of talking-to Sowpeyti (highest chiefs), or lokdya~n~impe~n~
:~owpeyU, speech of in-the-presence of Sowpeyti.4

4 This classification is in accord with data obtained by Garvin; somewhat different is a classi
,fiCation obtained by Riesenberg and based on words signifying motion. Hambruch, 1932-36,
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PATTERNS OF VERBAL RESPECT

Honorific speech on both levels consists in the use of a series of honorific
morphemes which differ semantically, but not distributionally, from other
morphemes& in the language, and fall into various classes of morphemes and
morpheme clusters with the latter. Honorific person markers are integrated
into the general person marker system, other honorifics fall into various less
specialized morpheme classes and form parts of or constitute standard-type
phrases. Of the laUer, a few are sufficiently generalized semantically to be
considered honorific empty stems6 and honorific classifiers; the rest form a
separate lexical stratum and can be grouped togethe.r as honorific vocabulary.

In addition, there is a series of terms of address corresponding to the vari
ous titles. These do, however, not follow the dichotomies of honorific speech as
outlined above, but are rather applied according to the structuring of title in
the various tribes. Although they therefore do not properly form part of
honorific speech as defined above, we include in this section a short discussion
of them following the analysis of honorific speech proper.

1. Honorific person markers. Honorific person markers are used in address-

vol. ,II, p. 363, gives a similar classification of four levels of speech: kaJito speech, used in speaking
with the highest chiefs, e.g., AI-A4; tapeto speech, used with lower chiefs, e.g., AS-A7j kHo,
used in speech with freemen; and Ja1Jalo, used in speech with commonerSj Hambruch does not,
however, indicate that these words signify "to come." Riesenberg verified this terminology from
two sources: Joseph Jriarte, Nahnken of Net, told him that titles Al to A7 and BI to BS as well
as priestly titles (prefix saw-) are kajito in Net, chiefs from A8 and B6 down are tapeta, and com
moners are M-to,- and the Nahnken of Madolenihm said AI-AS and BI-B8 are kajito, lower
titles are tapeta. It appears that the Hambruch classification, as confirmed by Riesenberg, repre
sents a somewhat archaic type of usage. More recent usage in regard to verbs of motion is discussed
further below.

5 Linguistic terminology in this paper is identical, or correlated, with that used in Garvin,
1951a. Ponapean grammar is there treated on three levels of integration: morphology, dealing
with the functioning of morphemes within words; phraseology, dealing with the functioning of
words within phrases; and syntax, dealing with the functioning of phrases within sentences. In
the morphology are also treated morpheme clusters, that is, sequences of morphemes that func
tion within words in the same manner as single morphemes. The phraseology deals primarily
with standard-type phrases, that is, the more common types ,of phrases in the language. The
treatment of syntax is of little importance for the present paper.

Morpheme classes (some of them including morpheme clusters as well) that are important
for the purpose of this paper are person markers which serve to denote person with the verb and
possession with the noun, and classifiers which are morphemes used in conjunction with nouns
denoting various classes of objects, such as elongated objects, round objects, food, and the like.

The most important type of phrase in the structure- of honorific speech is the hypotactic
phrase, which in general consists in a verb subordinated to a verb, or a noun subordinated to a
noun. The first element, the dominant, is linked to the second element, the subordinate, by the
hypotactic particle MEn K en (see in. 9). Hypotactic phrases translate into English as _
to if they contain verbs, of if they contain nouns.

II The term "empty stem" is here used to designate a verb or noun stem with no definite
lexical meaning.
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ing single personsj in plural and dual situations, common (nonhonorific) mark;.
ers are used in all cases.

Respect honorific person markers are a separate series of morpheme
clusters characterized by the honorific number indicator _i,7 preceded by sec
ond person indicator and appropriate type indicator (subject-object or pos
sessive): k6-mw-i, you; {r-mw-i, n6w-mw-i, -o-mw-i-, yours.

Royal honorific person markers, on the other hand, are phonemically iden
tical with the shortened and porte-manteauS third person plural-dual person
marker series: i·-r, you; a"-r, -a-r, yourj M re, K re, you. 9 It may be better to
say that these third person markers are used as royal honorifics. This usage
may then be interpreted as a symbolic removal of the highest chief from the
speaker-hearer relationship in the speech situation by the use of the third
person. Parallel respect by avoidance is shown the Nahnmwarrki in a number
of nonverbal patterns.1O It may be reasoned that respect by avoidance:-whieh
on the nonverbal plane primarily affects Nahnmwarrki-on the verbal plane
is extended to include, in a weakened, symbolic, form, both highest chiefs.

The feature of plurality in the royal honorific person markers has a parallel
:in the use of the immediate pluralizer -kall in the set expressions mo' = n = sapw
aka, sirs (lit.: those ahead of the land), iso·-ka, sirs, used in greeting or thanking
either one of the highest chiefs; ka-selH-ya-mo·=n=sapw-aka good day, my

kaldvan-en-mo· = n = sapw-aka, thank you, my lord (lit.: grace of sirs) ;
and in the greeting to the Nahnken ka-sele-l-ya-iso·-ka, good day, my lord;
reported in Hambruch.

2. Honorific empty stems. These are empty verb stems12 marking either an
~~'attitude of respect on the part of the speaker toward others (honorific), or an
· attitude of humility of the speaker about himself and his group (humiliative).
Honorific empty stems are used in addressing, or speaking of, higher-includ-

7 Indicators are the component parts of a person marker morpheme cluster, denoting number
(plural, dual, honorific), person (first, second, third), and type (subject-object, possessive, noun
like) respectively. Person markers are either pronouns, that is, separate words, or noun suffixes;

· in the latter case, the form is quoted with a preceding hyphen.
8 The term porte-manteau is here used for a single form that stands for two or more mor

'~>phemes: the single form M re, K rE '(see fn. 9) stands for the two morphemes type indicator i-
· and person indicator -r- (see fn. 7). An example of a porte·manteau morpheme in a better known
"language is the form /0/ (written au) in French, which stands for both the preposition Ii and the
article le, and yet cannot be subdivided into further linear components.

9 The abbreviations-M, K before forms quoted in this section refer to the major dialectal
divisions onPonape: M for main dialect, spoken in the tribes of Sokebs, Net, Ub, and Mado
lenihmj K f9r Kiti dialect, spoken in the tribe of that name.

10 For details of this see the following section.
11 This is one of a series of morphemes used to mark plurals in Ponapean nouns; it is termed

immediate pluralizer, because in addition to denoting plurality it also has a local connotation of
closeness, as opposed to remoteness in the morpheme termed remote pluralizer.

12 See £n. 6.
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13 Sandhi alternants are variant forms of morphemes used in sandhi, that is,in cases where
modifications in their phonemic shape are conditioned by the immediate vicinity of certain types
of other morphemes. .

14 Hypotactic action phrases are hypotactic phrases containing verbs; see fn. 5.
16 See section 4, below. 16 See fn. 5. 11 See fn. 6.
18 Ponapean has two series of possessive pronouns, with initial vowel and initial n ,respe€

tive1y, each used with a different set of nouns.

ing the highest-titles; humiliative empty stems are used in speaking of oth
ers-including the speaker-in the presence of optionally higher, mandatorily
the highest, titles.

The honorific empty stem is kaJ, with sandhi alternant13 kaJi-,. the humilia
tive empty stems are PaJo· with sandhi alternant paJo·w-, and paWwan. kaJ
and Palo' are used as stems for verbs-denoting states of body; semantic spe
cialization occurs by means of suffixes or reduplication: kaji-to (hon.), paJo'to
(hum.) come, kaJirZa (hon.), paW-Za (hum.) go, kaJikaJ, (hon.) pdJoPaJo· (hum.)
stay. paJo"wan is used by itself as a generalized verb of sensory perception and
mental state, before suffixes it serves as a stem for verbs of transitive motion
that are semanticallyspecialized bysuffixes: Mi,......so·~Je-paj6·wan, Idon't know,
think, see,hear (hum.); pdJo·wan-to bring (hum.), pdJo·wal.-Za take-there (hum.)

Both kaJi- and pajo'w- occur as determinants of hypotactic action phrases ;14
in these phrases, the subordinate verb serves as carrier of the lexical de
notation, and the determinant gives it the required honorific connotation;
M re-kdfi-n-kaJi-Za, you are going-there (royal hon.), M i-pU-paJiJ·w-en
'-'rafJ, I also heard (hum.). Hypotactic phrases with honorific determinant are
often used with hOll'orific vocabulary as subordinates ;15 equally often, hypotac
tic phrases with honorific determinant and common subordinate are used
where no suitable honorific vocabulary item is available, or where the speaker
does not know the correct item.

3. Honorific classifiers.16 Two nouns, jUfJol, empty noun stem,17 and sak
Nahnken's (and some other titles') feast food, are in nonceremonial situations
used as humiliative and respect honorific possessive classifiers respectively for
nouns denoting food: jUfJol is then preceded by n-initial possessive pronouns,18
sak followed by possessive suffixes: M ney-JUvoZ-pw'·k, my pig (hum.)
M sak-o-mw-i'-'kis'-'in'-'mw!JfJE, your (bit of) food. It is interesting to note that
the level of respect differs for the use of sak as a noun on ceremonial occasions,
and its use as a possessive classifier in other culture situations.

Another honorific classifier followed by either respect or royal honorific pos
sessive suffixes is sapwillim-j this classifier occurs in contexts where in com
mon speech n-initial possessive pronouns are called for: M ney'-'seri, my ·child,
sapwUl.im-o-mw-i-seri, your child (hon.).

In ceremonial situations, the following pattern is followed:
Food and everything connected with food, when the Nahnmwarrki is con-

cerned, are spoken of as kanoj; in relation to the Nahnken, they are sak. These
terms are applied to the persons themselves as well as to the articles: the
Nahnmwarrki himself is kanoj, the Nahnken sak. Everything else belonging to
both Nahnmwarrki and Nahnken is sapwf,Uim. When the Nahnmwarrki is
present at a feast, the food of everyone else is JUyol except that of the Nahnken,
which remains sak. If the Nahnmwarrki is absent, the second, chief in his line,
A2, takes his place but is thensak; and if A4 is the highest of his line present
he too becomes sak,. but if the A3 is the highe.st chief of the A-line at the feast
he is konoj. No satisfactory explanation could be obtained for making A3 but
not A2 konoJ. In each case lower chiefs in both lines are juyol, while the
Nahnken remains sak. But AS or holders of lower titles in the A-line remain
jUfJol even if they are the senior A-line chiefs present. If the Nahnken is ab
sent, the B2 takes his place and be~omes sak, and lower titles in both lines re
main jUfJol; but if B3 or lower is the senior B chief present he remains JUfJol.

When title-holders below A4 and B2 are at home or at a section meeting
and no men senior to them are present, they may be called sak. Among com
moners, in the absence of chiefs, the term ka'!J is used for food. Some informants
extended the u.se of the term sak as far as A12 and B12 as well as to a number
of titles not in the A and B series, making those below jU1701; but perhaps they
were thinking of other occasions than feasts in the community house, when
strict usage is required.

Besides the Nahnmwarrki and A3 certain title-holders outside the two se
ries are kanoj. Most of these titles are ancient priestly ones, though certain
other priestly titles are found to be sak. Unlike the case of the A3, these
kOno} titles remain k6noj, regardless of presence or absence of the Nahnm
warrki. When a man holds two titles, one of them sak, the other konoJ, he is
considered as kanoj on feast occasions.

Wives of all men who are kano} are tpwenlu, wives of men who are sak are
also sak.

There are some variations in this pattern from tribe to tribe.
Men entitled to k6no} formerly received the largest shares in the distribu

tion of food at feasts. Some of these titles have sunk in importance: the pres
ent sawko·V of Net, a title in neither line but with the right of kOnoJ, refused at
the time the title was offered him to accept it unless he was accorded sak only;
he felt that since his share of food would be small, konoJ would be an empty
honor and a mockery.

4. Honorific 'Vocabulary. Under the heading of honorific vocabulary are in
cluded a large number of items which are differentiated for common speech
and honorific speech of one or both l~vels of respect. Honorific vocabulary
items are both verbal and nominal; the latter may include both single nouns
and nominal phrases. In most cases, a threefold differentiation is made be
tween common, respect honorific, and royal honorific. Other cases, however,
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19 Cf. fn. 13.
2G The term lexeme is here used to designate a morpheme with lexical meaning.
2l,Geminate stems are compounds formed of two stems of the same class, that is, two noun

stems or two verb stems. The geminate stem listed here consists of two noun stems.
22 See £n. 5.

show the same item for both common and respect honorific, and a different
item for royal honorific; still others show one item each for common and
honoriftcs of either level. Semantically, honorific vocabulary includes pri
marily names of body parts and verbs marking states of body and bodily
activities, but also a number of other items that can be checked in the ap
pended honorific glossary. Their use is mandatory in polite discourse.

Differences in the vocabulary of various levels of respect consist mainly
in the use of different lexical items; in addition, a number of royal honorific
vocabulary items show recurrent morphemes which appear to be culturally
significant.

One of these recurrent morphemes is the honorific suffix -iso·, in sandhi19

after vowels -YSO". This suffix is identical with the honorific prefi;x: iso·- used in
appellatives for a number of higher tribal titles, as may be seen in section 5
below. As a suffix, -iso"t"'o..}-:yso· has been found with the "following royal hon
orifics: (all forms are M) limE-yso', arm; kerE-iso', bathing placej kupur-iso',
chest, breast; rErE-iso', cane, l':/k-iso', footbath water; karEmw~l-iso', joy;
r~·-pap-iso·, litter; rerr---in---pE-iso, pillow; mw~lE-iso', sitting place. Of these
limE-yso, arm, kupur-iso, chest, breast, mW:Jl€.-iso, sitting place, appear to be
formed by adding the, royal honorific suffix -iso·t"'o..}-yso· to the respect honorific
lexeme.2o r:J'-pap-iso', litter, is formed by adding the royal honorific suffix to a
geminate stem,21 the first part of which appears to be the common-respect
honorific lexeme r,', litter. The second morpheme of the compound, pap, oc
curs also as part of the compound kele-pap-iso', Ai and B1's room in feast
house, as in section 3, above; it may perhaps be identified to mean high chief's
seat.

The other recurrent morpheme in royal honori:fi.c vocabulary is the noun
lay, heaven, sky, which occurs as the subordinate of a number of hypotactic
noun phrases,22 all of which appear to be compound-type descriptive phrases:
ur---€1-lay, blanket (lit.: cover (?) of heaven); rerr---in---teri'---Z---Zay, eyelashes
(lit.: lashes (?) of drowning of heaven); rek-€1-I'1J, finger (lit.: outrigger
stanchion of heaven); l>k-pit-il-la1J, washing, bathing (lit.: washing-water of
heaven).

The morpheme lay occurs particularly in the more esoteric and ritual as
pects of behavior. For example, in the Madolenihm kava ritual, the kava leader
calls out to the men who are bringing the hibiscus bast used to wring out the
pounded kava root, tko·tey---lay, tko·tey-mwaw, come-of-heaven, come-of-good.
One of the men who hold the cup to catch the kava as it is wrung out is called
the h'ypeyk. When not in use the cups are kept in a lOw-lay, a split stick. If

during the pounding bits of kava root spray in the direction of the Nahnm
warrki this is called ptper-El-lay. The principal kava-pounding stone in
Madolenihm is upey---lay, and one of the hand-muliers used on it is called
m3ley-la1J.

This use of the morpheme lay, sky, heaven, can well be considered to be a
reference to the supernatural importance of the highest ~iefs, examples of
which follow below:

The failure to fulfill obligations due to a political superior or to neglect
his prerogatives results in punishment, riyala, damnation, in the form of dis
ease or other misfortune of supernatural origin. The mood of a chief, the head
man of a sub-clan, or the senior male of a family, is considered to be always in
harmony with the mood of his spiritual partner, who is an ancestral ghost,
ani. Anger at neglect of observances of f~alty is communicated to the ghost;
even if the human partner is unaware of such neglect the ghost will know of it;
and riytila befalls the offender or, commonly, his child. An ordinary ghost can
visit riydZa only upon his descendants; but the ani of a Nahnmwarrki is more
than an ancestral ghost; he is,a god, an taniwos, and the founder of his clan,
and as such he can 'punish anyone in the Nahnmwarriki's tribe. The super
natural sanctions surrounding a Nahnmwarrki's authority seem thus to spring
from those which reinforce the authority of the head of a kinship unit; but just
as the Nahnmwarrki's coercive powers transcend blood ties to include all per
sons in his realm, so his personal deity has powers beyond those of lesser spiri
tual beings. When it is only a family ghost who has been angered it may be
propitiated directly by an appropriate ceremonYj but when it is an taniwos,
the N ahnmwarrki must act as an intermediary, for he has more direct access
to the spiritual world.

The character of the respect shown to the Nahnmwarrki is indicated by
various deference patterns accorded without distinction to him and to spiritual
figures. In the Nahnmwarrki's canoe one attendant formerly did not paddle
but sat facing him in the same attit~de of respect that, in the fishing canoe,
one of the fishermen is supposed to exhibit facing the empty seat reserved for
nti'nulap, the fishing deity. Dead heroes of high rank are in the mythology

. not easily distinguished from gods. Difference in etiquette observed for com
moners and for chiefs continues after death; a commoner is referred to after
decease by a burial name prefixed by nal---lay, in heaven, but a high chief's
burial name always contains the stem lU'k, the name of a god; e.g., ZU-k---en-
la'y-sir (la'!}, heaven, si·Y, dart game), lu-k---en-so'-purLuhk of no-return (i.e.,

"died a hero's death in war). Both during the lifetime and after the death of a
"high chief his tribe formerly abandoned use of any word which contained or
resembled his name. though n'?t his title. When a new house is built no one
may enter until the Nahnmwarrki or Nahnken has come and offered prayers,
otherwise a riytila will befall the culprit.

Supernatural figures in prayers and mythology are in most cases addressed
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by royal honorifics. Thus the goddess nake is addressed as iSO'- (Hambrucb,
vol. II, p. 134); the gods tawkajaw and nansapwE are asked to send food in
the phrase kajiki'to-k6noj (Hambrucb, vol. II, p. 236), Food and drink of
the gods is always k6noJ for male deities, tpweniu for female deities (Hambruch,
vol. II, pp. 134, 136, 236, 237, 324), and often for minor ghosts (II: 238).

In the person marker series, however, royal honorific forms are not used;
thus lu'k-nansapwe is addressed as k6mwi (II: 103), likewise nansapwe (III:
347) and other divine figures (II: 134; III: 225; II: 82,136,175,236,237; III:
193). This may be interpreted as· an indication of the non-inclusion of the
deities in the pattern of "splendid isolation" of the Nahnmwarrki.

S. Terms oj address. The holders of most of the older titles, that is, those
prefixed saw- which seem to antedate the series prefixed na·n-, have a special
title of address, p:Jwt or pJfwto. This term is identical with the term for spouse,
and is said to refer to the bond between ruler and people.

The Nahnmwarrkis have additional titles, too. The Nahnmwarrki of
Madolenihm, for instance, is addressed by the title isipaw; the Nahnmwarrki
of Vh also has the title of address of sayaro which is also the name of a god; in
Sokehs the highest chief was addressed as iso"w-ani, Lord ghost. All Nahnm
warrkis are likewise known as wasa'-'Zapalap, important place, an.d as
rna' =n=sapw-aka, sirs, (lit.: those ahead of the l~nd)) referring to the first
fruits they receive, and various of them have one or more titles of reference
in addition to that of Nahnmwarrki.

None of these terms is exactly equivalent to any other. In Madolenihm,
wasa'-'lapalap is preferable to isipaw as a form of direct address, while. in Dh
sayaro is preferred to wdsa'-'lapalap. iso'w-ani was used in place of na'npwijak23

during a period of mourning for the deceased.:..ruler of Sokehs, while during
his life the latter term was ordinarily used. In direct, address to a N ahnm
warrki, wasa'-'ZapaZap is usually used to attract his attention, mo' = n = sapw
aka during the speech which follows. sawkisa is used in referring to the N ahnm
warrki of Kiti during food distribution at a feast,but in the part of Kiti known
as w;/ne, where the sawkisa title originates, it is used on other occasions, too.
In referring to the Kiti Nahnmwarrki's belongings, as whe~ one observes his
canoe passing or asks where his house is or refers to his wife, the proper .term
is r{rsa; this term is also used in address when his B-line relatives are present.

Forms of address are also used for lower titles. For the A2 the appellative is
nd:npwijak, for the A3 it is na'niyaw, for the A4, na·nno. In Net, A5 and A6,
according to One informant, A5 to AI0 according to another, have the honorific
form of address iso",. Madolenihm informants make this term applicable from
AS to A14." All and a lower title, sowmataw, are in Net addressed as Sa"u. Bi
to B4 in most of the tribes are called iso', but one Net informant gives B3 as

2a numpwiJak is the title of address of the wasa'Y CA2} who, for certain legendary reasons, was
the highest chief in Sokehs, while no Nahnmwarrki CAl) existed.

'M For the suffix iso·,-..,,;-yso· in honorific vocabulary, see above" p, 208.

s6:u and B5 as lu·k. These ~re all used for the sake of politeness, the proper
titles theoretically being reserved for reference; but the distinctness between
the two sets of titles is no longer always maintained.

Though the Nahnmwarrki in food distribution is everywhere considered
konaj, a term discussed above in section 3, some informants say this is only be

.cause of the additional, older titles which he possesses. Thus in Kiti the N ahnm
warrki title is said of itself to be sak, but its holder is k6naJ because of his addi
tional older titles of sawkisa and ro' so,. The present A6 of Kiti because of his
wealth and Westernization has been given the title r{rsa, which normally be
longs to the N ahnmwarrki, and now he too is considered to be konaj and is
third in food distribution at feasts, following Ai and Bl.

NONVERBAL PATTERNS OF RESPECT

Nonverbal patterns of deference on· Ponape are primarily concerned with
emphasizing the isolated position and sodal supremacy of the Nahnmwarrki
and, in lesser degree, of other high chiefs.

This is graphically demonstrated in the seating arrangements during cere
monials in the community house. The building is arranged with low platforms
on the two sides and a higher platform at the front; the Nahnmwarrki,
Nahnken, their wives, and sometimes other high chiefs-details vary from
tribe to tribe----"sit on the high front platform facing the rest of the people on
the side platforms and on the central ground-level area; the Nahnmwarrki's
position is farthest to the front. Noone, with certain exceptions, may sit or
stand so that his head is higher than that of the N ahnmwarrki.

In passing a man of high rank a commoner must bend low, and he must
crawl before a seated chief. If a Dian wishes to climb a tree near the house of
a man of high title, he must first obtain permission from that man; and he
must descend if a chief comes near.

Formerly it was taboo to touch the Nahnmwarrki on pain of death, es
pecially his head or face, or even his skirt; though the penalty is nowadays
void, the attitude of respect continues, as does belief in the sacredness of the
head. A bigh cbief was not to be awakened except by pulling the tuft of hair
on his great toe, tbe part of his body farthest from his head. The personal
attendants of high chiefs, who sit before the latter on the front platform,
bave the duty of enforcing the rule against standing with the head higher than
the men they serve; formerly they might thrust an offender through with a

. spear; they and certain other men also see that no one uses common speech
and that everyone speaks quietly. These attendants, a'rir, sit in a special pos
ture, with head averted and bowed, and pass kava or other objects ·to their
master in a special manner and without looking at his face; when the chief has
drunk he thrusts the cup back, without looking at tbe attendant and paying
~o heed as to whether he is prepared to receive it.

This symbolic removal from direct contact with social inferiors is seen again
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at propitiatory ceremonies, when-the presence of the supplicant is completely
ignored by the chief, who converses only with an intermediary who himself
must be of high rauk.

With certain exceptions, no one might enter the house of a Nahnmwarrki.
Near the community house was formerly built a small chief's house, which
served .as a place of concealment for the Nahnmwarrki during meetings in the
community house or while a feast was being prepared there; when-all was made
ready he would take his place on the main platform. Further aloofness was
ensured in the community house by a small structure (ktle-pap-iso") on the
main platform, with a wall two or three feet high, behind which the Nahnm
warrki and Nahnken sat; again the fiction was maintained of remoteness from
the masses, however inadequate the actual concealment.

On the chief's canoe a little shelter was sometimes built on a special lee
platform serving to hide him from the vulgar gaze. Wheu the canoe in which a
Nahnmwarrki or Nahnken travels reaches the bank, he alone may step ashore
amidshipsj all others must leave from positions close to bow or stern. When a
canoe approaches the shore close to where a high chief waits, it must not be
under sail, and all passengers must remain seated until it touches land. Boat
men in. a canoe meeting a chief's canoe make a wide detour and salute by
slackening sail, to allow it to flutter, or lower sail entirelyj one end or the other
of the canoe, depending on the tribe, must be foremost j if the canoe is not
under sail but being punted, the boat men take seats. Even today the canoe
will remain halted until waved on by an attendant of the chief. A canoe, pass
ing a chief's house, .must likewise wait to be waved onj.formerly this applied
to pedestrians also, who had to sit in the path some distance away and wait
for permission to go on, and then proceed in a bent posture.

As recently as 1925 commoners could not converse directly with a Nahnm
warrki, and to this day manycommoners do not initiate conversation with a
man of high title. Commoners employ a special tone in talking to chiefs, being
careful to draw out vowel sounds. They are supposed to talk only in answer to
direct questions, and then make the answer as short as possible. If a titled
man begins a conversation with the customary greeting, a commoner should
not respond as to an equal but avert his gaze and answer with a prolonged
e·y. When a chief comes to a pause in what he is saying, the commoner inter
jects an a' in abject agreement.

A commoner may not eat at all with a Nahnmwarrki or Nahnkenj if he eats
or drinks with any other man of superior rank, he must partake slowly, so as
not to be sated first. Remnants from a N ahmnwarrki's food or drink may not
be consumed by commoners. A commoner could not touch a high chief's
gourd or coconut-shell water bottle; today the prohibition applies to glass
containers. If a man of high rank stops at an inferior's house, he must be givep.
a full bottle to drink from. In the house of a host or in the community house

sennit must be tied around the neck of the bottle offered to a N ahnmwarrki,
and twelve leaves of a type of citrus or of Campnosperma are tied to the side j
fOUI leaves must be used as a stopper. For a Nahnken only ten leaves are
used.

Privileges of a N ahnmwarrki were once almost unbounded. He had sexual
access to any woman he desired, married or not1 and did not have to reckon
with a husband's jealousy as a-lesser man might. He could commit clan incest,
even to taking a parallel cousin, which would have meant death to a com
moner. It was forbidden even to joke at such behavior. Such arbitrary rights
extended also to personal belongings and to land, which could be confiscated
at the will of the Nahnmwarrki and redistributed to whomsoever he pleased.

A common practice of chiefs until recently was to throw stones when
vexed for any cause; often it was done simply to impress the people with their
lowly status1 or because this was the kind of behavior expected of a chief.
As soon as a man was proDioted to Nahnmwarrki he might throw stones at the
assembled people, and they would flee and return bearing kava, the traditional
manner of propitiating an offense, though here symbolizing the social gulf
now arising between them and their chief. At a feast of atonement it was con
sidered proper conduct for the chief being appeased to throw stones. A cer
taIn Nahnken of Kiti is said to have carried a stone in each hand every time
he entered the community house, and to have :flung them at random among the
assembled people; he considered this a form of elegance, incumbent upon a
man in his position.

We have spoken of "certain exceptions" to these behavior patterns. These
may be seen in both verb~l and nonverbal habits of deference. The ser1:-so', a
term used loosely but denoting essentially title-holders in the B-linej literally,
noble children, have the position of fictitious children of the A title-holders.
ActuallY1 because of intermarriage between the two clans composing (he A and
B lines, men of each line were, prior to the time of mission influence, both
fathers and sons of men of the other line. As ascribed sons of the men of A
title, the ser1:-so' have a number of special privileges. Traditionally, they may
violate all sorts of standards of behavior to which others must conform. They
may sit or stand anywhere in the community house during feasts, in contrast
to the commoners and the A-line, who have their fixed places. They need not
bow when they pass the Nahnmwarrki. A seri'-so', it is said, can always be
recognized by his .loud talking and, his free demeanorj this is particularly true
in the community house, but to some extent carries over into other situations.
(l;They go about yelling and respect nobody."- The head of the serf/-so' line,
the Nahnken, who is regarded as the eldest son of the Nahnmwarrki, may take
familiarities with his ascribed father permitted no one else. At a feast of pro
pitiation given the Nahnmwarrki on behalf of some offender, should the
Nahnmwarrki be recalcitrant in accepting the cup of kava which signalizes
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his forgiveness, the N ahnken, who because of his more personal contact with
them traditionally intercedes with the N ahnmwarrki on behalf of the people,
might go so far as to violate the sacredness of the N ahnmwarrki's head by
seizing it and forcing the draught down his throat. The Nahnken may take
an impertinent tone in conversation with the Nahnmwarrki, using common
speech. Cases are known where the Nahnken, on being struck by the Nahnm
warrki, has responded in kind.

The theory behind these behavior patterns is that the Nahnmwarrki is an
indulgent ((father" and permits his ,tsons" to take liberties that no one else may
dare to take. Not so with the A-line; such men, though potential heirs to the
Nahnmwarrki's position, must be meek and humble, for they have no fiction
of being favored children to support any untoward behavior. On the other
hand, though they may not act unconventionally and indecorously, men in
the A-line are accorded some privileges toward B-line title-holders.

Thus, though only· A2, A3, and A4 may enter the N ahnmwarrki's house,
and-no man with an A-title may enter his sleeping chamber, the Nahnken and
lesser men in the B-line may enter both house and bedroom. Conversely, men
in the Nahnmwarrki's line only may enter the Nahnken's house and bedroom.
In the small chief's house near the community house only A2 might enter
if the Nahnken was there alone, B2 if the Nahnmwarrki was there, alone, but
neither if both ranking chiefs were present; lower title-holders could remain
outside and converse with the Nahnmwarrki, but not commoners.

The N ahnmwarrki's principal wife was not supposed to be 'Seen by any
man but her husband, except when she attended feasts, when she sat by her
husband on the main platform of the community house; It was the clan-breth
ren of the Nahnmwarrki, which would include all men of A-title, who particu
larly might not look at her; they were required on signal, to flee from the
community house when she approached. This was not the case with the wife
of a Nahnken or other high chIef. Men of the A-line show particularly exag
gerated respect to the Nahnmwarrki if they are in a canoe that passes his;
formerly they had to jump out into the ,water and, holding to the gunwales,
bow their heads. Clansmates of the N ahnken show similar deference toward
him. In the community house, if it is necessary _to fetch some object suspended
from the rafters while the N ahnmwarrki is present, one the of highest seri·-so·
chiefs (B1 to B4), or a son of a member of the sub-clan to which the N ahnm
warrki belongs, or the mwarrki·----Jik-who, though having a low title in the
A-line, is also considered to be the Nahnmwarrki's son-must climb up to get
it; no one else may raise his head this high.

When the Nahnmwarrki sits on the main platform all men of the A-line
except those whose duties require them to be elsewhere must be in the central
ground-level area at work on the stone ovens or pounding kava. Certain of
ficials at feasts, such as the men who call out stages in the kava pounding
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and in the distribution of the food, have duties which require them to stand
on the main platform, but these officials must be of the B-line. Only mem
bers of tne B-line may speak at length to the Nahnmwarrki, and only mem
bers of the A-line to the N ahnken. The prohibition against touching leavings
from a N ahnmwarrki's meal or drink applies to his clansmates as well as to
commoners, but not to chiefs B1 to B8; similarly, the Nahnken's leavings
may he taken only by Al-A8. Litter-bearers and personal attendants for both
Nahnmwarrki and Nahnken must he of the opposite chiefly line. Apart from
his personal attendants, only chiefs BI-B4 may hand objects to the Nahnm
warrki, as may also sons of men of the Nahnmwarrki's sub-clan; and similarly,
only AI-A4 and sons of the Nahnken's sub-clan may hand objects to the
Nahnken. In the feast of propitiation, to beg forgiveness of a man in the A-line
a man of the B-line Should serve as go-between, and vice-versa; if it is the
Nahnmwarrki who has been offended, the intermediary should be the Nahn
ken, BZ, or B3, and the equivalent persons in the A-line should function if it
is the Nahnken who is to be placated. .

It is the Nahnken who is most often approached to act as go-between be
cause he is considered the protector of the people against the wrath of the
Nahnmwarrki, who is traditionally remote from the Commoners. The pattern
of atonement has bearing on rank and respect attitudes. A high chief is sup
posed to have the attitude that all difficulties and unpleasant events are things
that pass and should be ignored. A N ahnmwarrki, ideally, should not scold or
lose his calm but should remain dignified under any stress. Therefore, when he
takes offense at someone he is supposed to be amenable to reason, and to be
placated. When the intermediary pleads for forgiveness of the offender he
quotes such sayings asm~'n----in----kdso·rsDwpeyti, chiefs forgive people (lit.:
people of forgiveness, chiefs), me'n----in-kao· arames, COmmoners injure people
(lit.: people of destruction, commoners), the purport of this bein'g that, though
commoners are base in nature, a noble ought to disregard offensive acts. This
ideal character structure, though it may not always be fulfilled, is thus a part
of the class system; it helps to reinforce the social distance between the high
Chiefs and the lesser people. The power ascribed to kava to enforce reconcilia
tion is a recognized and arbitrary mechanism which reminds a N ahnmwarrki
of the behavior expected of him, and he is supposed not to be able to scorn the
proffered cup.

INTERPRETATION

Functionally, there are two major aspects of honorific verbal behavior: on
the one hand, the learning involved in acquiring especially honorific vocabu
lary, and the factors of prestige and acculturation involved in its command;

the other hand, the underlying attitudes of respect as manifest in honorific
speech patterns, paralleled by non-verbal patterns.
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1. Learning. The acquisition of a separate stratum of honorific vocabulary
involves considerable effort on the part of the native speaker. That this is true
in terms of Ponapean culture and not merely in the opinion of outsiders is
borne out by the fact that not all native speakers of Ponapean are equally pro
ficient in its use. In general, respect honorifics are used more frequently than
royal honorifics; thus, the more royal honorifics a man knows, the greater is
his prestige, just as in our culture there is the prestige of "having a large vo
cabulary." As a matter of fact, Ponapean opinion about the "good" or "bad"
language of native speakers is in terms of proficiency in honorific vocabulary
as a criterion: "So-and-so !?peaks a very fine Ponapeanj he knows all the
honorifics,'"' Obviously, the closer 'a speaker is to the top titles, the stronger
his feeling about the "correct" use of honorific vocabulary. Those who are not
too proficient in its use help themselves by using lexical items of lesser respect
levels as subordinates of hypotactic phrases with honorific determinants.
This is not considered disrespectful" as would be the complete neglect of hon
orific speech, but is definitely taken as an index of "not very good speech"
and deplored by older Ponapeans as a sign of the times and of a gradual break
down of the pattern 'of respect.

The acculturative process, which is gradually leading to a leveling out of
the scale of rank and the creation of other prestige factors is the major con
tributing factor in the decrease ofproficiency in honorific vocabulary, alluded
to above. Social pressures contingent upon rank and making complete ob
servance of the rules of honorific speech a major consideration have lessened
since the contact period. Honorific vocabulary in general, but especially royal
honorifics, are slowly going out of use, just as are patterns of deference,
though on the more basic levels of integration verbal behavior showing re
spect persists. But more and more native speakers have restricted the use of
honorific -speech to person markers, empty stems, classifiers, and a few of the
most common vocabulary items. Some of the younger speakers, especially
those in close contact with Americans and out-islanders, are practically lim
ited to respect honorific person markers alone, except when directly in the
presence of high chiefs. Speakers, however, have an ideal pattern of complete
use of all aspects of honorific speech, though the behavioral pattern is more or
less removed, from the ideal..

The most essential honorific forms, in native eyes, were seep very clearly
at an intertribal council meeting, when a number of chiefs complained to the
civil authorities that their non-Ponapean interpreters were behaving in
solently by using common language. The chiefs agreed that a minimum of
three respect honorifics would satisfy their notions of decorum,: k6mwi, you,
ma'san$, to say, and sak, to eat.

2, Degree- of Pattern Involvement.25 The basic variable of both verbal and

:!Ii Cf. Garvin, 1951b, section II.
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nonverbal respect behavior on Ponape appears to be the underlying attitude
of respect. This attitUde is in turTI" a concomitant of the rank scale, and to the
extent to which the latter is losing. its significance as a basic determinant of
status and prestige, the former is weakened and the behavior pattern on both
the verbal and the nonverbal plane changes. The striking parallelism of verbal
and nonverbal behavior may again be pointed out herej we refer back ,to the
many instances quoted above.

A gauge for measuring the approximate depth, in psychological terms, of
Ponapean attitudes of respect is afforded by what is here called the "degree
of pattern involvement" in the use of honorific speech. By degree of patttrrn
involvement is here -meant the extent to which the overall cultural and lin
guistic pattern is involved in the differentiation of levels of respect in speech.
and nonverbal demonstrations of respect.

Honorific speech affects several levels of integration of Ponapean gram
mar:

26
the morpheme and word levels in the use of honorific person markers

and empty stems, the phrase level in the use of honorific hypotactic phrases
and classifiers, and the lexical level in the use of honorific vocabulary. Not
only is there considerable pattern involvement in terms of the number of levels
of integration affected, but the pattern involvement is increased by-the fact
that the specific morpheme and word classes concerned are extremely frequent
in terms of situational use j in the case of honorific vocabulary, the considerable
amount of selection required- by the great number of honorific lexical items adds
to the pattern involvement.

Similarly, nonverbal behavior showing respect is not limited to a few cere
monial occasions~thoughit is most pronounced and detailed at those times~
nor is it confined. to Some isolated demonstrations of deference. Rather, it per
meates the entire way of life of the average member of Ponapean society, and
no interpersonal contact is possible without clear definition in terms of mutual
status and the modes of behavior showing respect contingent thereon. Thus,
though no such formalized statement as the one given abou~ verbal patterns
is possible here, in terms of penetration of most every phase of the culture, ap
plicability to a variety of r6le contacts, and again, elaborate demands upon

.learning the correct modalities of behavior, we may, here too, speak of a con
siderable degree of pattern involvement as an index of the psychological depth

respect attitudes.

Finally, the depth to which ,attitUdes of respect strike can be measured in
situational terms, as is evident from the following instance:

Garvin recorded a traditional narrative from an elderly informant. In
~;/transcribing the narrative with an interpreter, the occurrence of humiliatives
:(',:in speaking of some of the persons in the tale was noticed. The interpreter ex,.
:;'{plained that the humiliatives were used in deference to the investigator~who,

26 See in. 5.
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parenthetically speaking, was to that point unaware of the honor conferred
upon him. The significant point seems to be that the content of the litterance
is completely immaterial; presence of a respected person requires the use of
appropriate honorifics.

CONCLUSION

The above remarks are an attempt to show the essential likeness of lin
guistic and extralinguistic cultural relations, and to point out how, in terms of
relational variables, language can be considered a valid index of cultural and
cultural-psychological structuring as well.
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APPENDIX: HONORIFIC GLOSSARY"

amazement, C, H puryamwey, R eymwalu
arm, C pe", H lime, R li1ltE-YSO'
armpit, C p6'-n-pey, H, R po,'-n-jJW'Jl
ashamed, be C name.mk, H, R tyle
back, C So,02', H, R pElik
basket (for food). C kOpow, H to°to, R palaU
bathing place, C, H pil-En-tU"tu, R kEre-iso'
blanket, C. H Jeoy .<Jey-) .28 R ur-€J,-lm
blow (fire), C, H pi:wk, R unknown, but known to exist
breakfast, C #yet, H, R ka-mensau
breast, chest. C po,o-n-et, H po,"-n-kupur. R ~upUr-iso'

call, C Eker (-yEker), H, R maUpe
cane, Cs~_kon, H'irarr, R rerUsoo
canoe, go by, C tdkE~Wo,"r, H, R kdJ-poo-n-war
cheek, C liki-n-sep-e, H, R lUd-n-mw'J'l-e
chest, see breast, chest
commission, task, C Uak, H, R jY.J'rran
cookhouse,-see kitchen
cord, make, C b'le-pwe'l, H, R kapewku'k
cover oneself, C, H katu-PWEl-iti, R komwaro"pw-iti
defecate, C pek, H piea.k-ila, Rl'J'kewel
dinner, C mw3ue-n-sowwas"""'mw;ve-n-s:lwwas. H, C ka-sowJik,...,.,ka-S?'wjik
draw water, C, H Ui-pil, Ai it-konoJ, Bi Ui-sak
dream, C, H ewrEmEn, R aUman
drink, C nim, H takE, R Urak
drown, C mopw-ila, H, R tEr'i°-la

21 This glossary contains only terms collected by Garvin, All forms are those of the Main
dialect (M) ° C stands for common forms, H for respect honorifics, R for royal honorificso

28 Forms given in parenthesis are sandhi (see fn, 12) and compounding forms.
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ear, C s(jJa1J. H k:lroU, R unknown, but known to exist
eat, C mw5?Je. H sa°kr---sak, A1 kOnoJ, B1 saok"""'sak
exhale. C esitJ~-ki-ta, H, R e'S-m3mar-ata
eye. C awa, maos (mes-), H. R sNaV
eyebrows, C, H pdJi, R takeo-n-Eriv
eyelashes, C, H rerr-in-m£.s-e, R re'rrin-tEn'-l-kv
finger, C, H se'nt-in-peo, R rEk-€J,-hr;
fish (food). C stili, H. R'irap
foot, see leg, foot
footbath water, C, H pil-en-wite, R b'k--iso'
footsole, C pa'-n-nE., H, R pdo-n-t:.pwEl
forget, C manokf>la, H, R malye°la (possibly connected with mtilyel headache?)
freeze, be cold, C pf:w.-ta, H lEmwilemwiri-ta, R pweykEntE°nint:.
get up, C powr-ta, H, R unknown, but known to exist
gossip, C, H lipanct, R pil-en-pao-n-wEli
hair, C pij-en-m3tJ, H pij-En-JEpwiJcp, R unknown, but known to exist
hat, C lisarop, H, R o'pey
hate, C Jaf-ild, H, R kala"t-ild
head, C mo'1JE, HJepi, R kdt3k-t:.n-mey
hear, C ro'!}, H, R kapo,yrak
heart, C m3'r;iy3V, H, R, kupur
hot, to be, C, H karakarr-tita, R kirrE"niY31
house. C. H iom (;'mw-, imW:-, im-), R Jeo-n-pas
hunger for fish, meat, C mc;"-n-kumo', H, R Umwoor
joy, C pErren""",pa'mm, H kupur-perrE1V"'-'kupur-pa'mm, R kerEtmrJol-iso'
kitchen, C imw-En-kuk, H imw-t:.n-wiya-sak, R imw-En-po,otak
know, C Ese, H, R mwa'vi "
leg, foot, C tt£0, H, R dluw€lu (dluw£luw-)
lie down, C wen-ti, H kaJi-ti, R kip-eti
litter (carrying), C, H 1'3", R r3'--pap-iso'
long for. C l3'lryt.·HI3'1£-pey-ki, R kUpur-pey-ki
love, C frJ'k£p3k, H, R 13'lblE
married couple, C P6POWVvP3'p3wt, H w:/rak, R plJo"V
mat, Ponapean C loos, H, R m3'J']T
neck, C kep-m-war (-wE.r-)"""'Jl:.p~-n-war(:'-'WEr-), H, RJEpi-n-kasa1J
nose, Cjiom" (jiomw-,jimw-,jim-), H, R kcynuonu
oil, C, H kis-u-le, R marek&iso'
open one's mouth, C sara-pesav, H kaji-pes91J sHaVi, R tawasE-pesau
order, command, C. H kosannet, R jY.J'-Uak
penis, Cwi-l (wil-), H unknown, R kurup-bUonE
pillow.C, H Ulul, R rerr-in-pE-isoo
place, Cte'u (tew-). H, R li"m (lim-)
place, sitting, C te'u (tew-), H mW301 (mMl-), R tnw31t-isoo
podex. C, H ka"wE:, R kc'nu"mwir
posture. walk C sokosok, H, R unknown, but known to exist
question. C peytak, H ko1cUpak, R kEynamwa
questions, "ask, C Uek, H kalelapak, R k£.ynamwa
quiet, be, C, H nEnn£t-la, R tdjamP.6Ja
rest, C, H k6mm31, R rd:n-mw;/l-eti
room, C, H pErt:., R wE:yp
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satisfied, sated, C mEt-£yer, H it-ryEr, R Uki-yer
see, C mwasrt"n, H k'ilau t R maosanl,
sick, C s6w-mwaW, H, R lu"mu"n
sigh in one's sleep, C, H lip3rjaP~!7, R l'err--'in'-"'tnwal1~

sleep, C meyr, H sEymw:Jk, R sty-ti
snack. (after kava), C ka'ney-sakaw, H, R p€:.y~bl

speak, C loMya, H, R mt]."San1,
spouse, C pow/r-Jjr.JWt, H w:/rak, R Ukant
stay up nights (as, lovers), C, H pE-J-in-PotJ, R kEnZ-in'-"PQ!J
supper, C mW'J'yc"-"n-poy, H, R kasi·"""'po?J

task, see commission
think, C lEmtlEmE:, H, R kupukupure
thought, C lamElam, H, R kaPUT
toe, C, H s£'nU-in----n€,·, R rEk---en'-"pwEl
tongue, C 10' (lo'w-), H; R tftnap (t{napw-)

tooth, C Vi', H ina&, R asuv
urinate, C jfipi's, H, R kamwOsul
vagina, C pi'pi (p~'piy-), H unknown, RjE"pan
vomit, C mt1t1ts, H, R kdliyali
wake up (intr.), C piri-ta, H, R D'P-ala WliWl

wake up (tr.), C, H p€.pe-t, R t~t€.nsik

walk, see ppsture, walk
warm oneself, C, H revirrJ'!J, R ker<JkiJrr-df11.waw
wash, C, H wUG, R nil-lau-eta
wash, bathe, C tu:ttt, H l5'ki-pil, R b'k-pU-u-liJU
wash hands, C, H ~'mwiy~, R sikamwar-ata
wash face, C, H epwinak, R ma:liJ1Ji-ta
wash mouth, C mukumuk, H, R tawa-to
weep, C so/yisav, H mwa'yey, RJen}€.nir
whisper, C mwevinivin, H ma:sEn JikiJik, R loyloy JikiJik
whisper at night (as, lovers), C lOkaya-n-ni'porJ, H ma'sEn-ett-pot}, R pilipU-€.n-p y

wish, feeling like, C ins€.n, H, R kupur
wreath, C E'l-in-wo,'-n-jtHe ('"-'j'tJ:ke'-), H, R la'valav, A1 also ni'n
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SOME HEAD-HUNTING TRADITIONS OF SOUTHERN NEW GUINEA

By JUSTUS· M. VAN DER KROEF

H EAD-HUNTING and the complex system of ritual, religion and myth
associated with it has at one time or another existed among most of the

peoples of Melanesia. Traces of it can be found in numerous legends of the
area.1 The practice has continued to persist, particularly in New Guinea,
although both the Dutch and Australian governments have undertaken strong
measures to stamp out the custom. Little is actually known of the New
Guinea types. of head-hunting, beyond that which was studied-or in many
instances merely inferred-by Kruyt, Vertenten and Nollen.2 Many students,
notably Kruyt, did not always allow for the individual differences in head
hunting techniques a:q.d rituals that exist among the p~oples of New Guinea.
Thus, though some communities on the Upper Fly River practiced cannibalism
in conjunction with head-hunting, this was generally not the case with the
hunters along the Southern coast. In _the interior communities hunt each
other without discrimination; in the South and East custom prohibits the
hunting of friendly neighbors. Some groups sanction their head-hunting
practices by religious -- beliefs, while others-particularly the Obadu in the
East-do not. The present study is primarily concerned with some- practices
at one time prevalent among southern communities, notably the Marindese
and Boetinese, among whom head-hunting follows a clear pattern of social
motivation and moral-religious necessity.

The Marindese (or Marind-anem)3 and Boetinese live scattered in some
seventy-odd villages near or on. the Southern coast, roughly between Okaba
and Merauke. Their economy is of a mixed character. Cultivation of sago and
coconut, in carefully tended communal garden plots, alternates with -occa
sional hunting of sahan (a species of small kangeroo) and basik (wild boar,
akin to the Javanese babi roosah). Until very recently the sexes lived apart,
adult males in three or four men's houses of a character identical with similar
institutions elsewhere in the Malay Archipelago, houses which are closely
related to the drama and the dance of the community.4 The women and
small children live in the low, rambling women's quarters. Government
of the communities is in the hands of the men's councils, which have repre
sentatives of each men's housej the council acts as a judiciary body and
metes out punishment to offenders of custom. Before the active emergence

1 Vor der Hake, 1934, pp. 19, 37, 78-84. Legends of cannibaliSm are probably even older.
2 Kruyt, 1906; Vertenten, 1923, pp. 45-73; Nollen, 1924, pp. 3-19.
3 Vertenten, p. 46.
4 The influence of the Javanese men's house on the technique of the theater, for example,

has been indicated by Rassers, 1931, p. 431.
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